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When Claire an overachieving psychologist with OCD tendencies hires Lana an impulsive out-of-
work actress for a fake relationship she figures the worst she’ll have to endure are the messes Lana
leaves around. Just for showxpress download So Claire and Lana navigate convincing friends and
family their relationship is real and the guilt of lying to them living together especially when Claire
has OCD tendencies and Lana does not and what to do when their mutual attraction grows. Just for
show las vegas 311 Oh Jae I feel so bad writing this review because I’m such a big fan! I was so
excited to start this book come on it’s Jae!Lately I’ve read a couple of amazing fake relationship
books and unfortunately this comes the last on my list. Just for showxpress Will they be able to
fake their relationship? And what if it's not so pretend after all? Lately there's been a few lesfic
books on sham marriage or fake relationships with different degrees of success. Just for
showzonegg Towards the end there's definitely an angsty vibe first for them to get together and
then how will they stay together?Like many romances in this genre at least one of the characters is
very well off and model beautiful. Word for just for show 85 311 Two thumbs up!When it comes to
the fake relationship trope it seems to me writers either knock your socks off or make you wonder
why you even picked up the book in the first place. Just show up book club Although I really didn't
like Claire in the beginning and was wondering if I would even want to continue reading about such
a shallow stuck-up control freak of a character I eventually really began to like her as she started
loosening up a little. EPub Just for showdown 311 *I received this book from Ylva Publishing for an
honest review*An exciting event occurred last night – I glanced at my Kindle and saw a new Jae book
sitting there (this isn’t magic or unexpected I had requested the book). Just show up book
Naturally though I couldn’t begin right then and there for reasons except I did and found it hard to
pull myself away as I really did need to go off and do something else at the time. Just for
showmance 2023 I then proceeded to gobble 81% in almost one go (if you count 7 hours as one go;
one go is that actually a phrase or am I just randomly putting words together again?). Just for show
las vegas Simple enough reason why it was difficult to pull the book from my hands – I really like
both main characters - Claire Renshaw psychologist and Lana Henderson struggling actress &
barista. Just for showztoystore Lana was there thinking she was there for a film audition (though
thought it odd she was the only one in the waiting area); Claire was there because her agent
(literary) talked her into it. PDF Just for show This is where I was going to slide in things like ‘not
super thin’; ‘not a lawyer or the like’; and the like but I got distracted and when I came back I lost
the thread. This just in book Long and short – there’s a certain cultural clash on obvious display in
this book and part of that and part of why Lana is a struggling actress instead of a leading actress is
the part in which Lana isn’t ‘standard’ actress thin instead being curvy and comfortable in her larger
than normal body. Just for show entertainment I’m fumbling around in my brain thinking hard but
I can’t think of anyone on Lana’s side who isn’t a previously meet character (other than her mother
but never meet) and finally remember her step-sister Avery. EBook Just for shower Right so –
Lana’s mother despite never actually appearing in the book plays a somewhat important role in the
book as an example of someone addicted to self-help books and as someone who pulled psychologists
into Lana’s orbit (and made her wish to avoid them as much as possible – see more conflict since
that’s Claire’s life). Just for showxpress update Avery is actually seen somewhat barely (well more
than barely but near that) as Lana’s boss at the coffee shop Lana works at (though they act more like
sisters there than employee/employer). Just for showzen Jill and Crash are from Just Physical (and
other books but that’s the one they star in); Laleh and Hope are from Heart Trouble; and Michele is
the Hollywood series character who normally doesn’t get to do more than occasionally be mentioned
or spotted and is from Departure from the Script (Amanda from that same book is as far as I recall
not seen or mentioned). Just show up book club (Somewhat strangely Claire makes a joke in the
book about maybe needing an actress for a job then jokingly says Grace’s name despite Grace never



being mentioned to Claire (Grace is mentioned as someone invited to a party that Lana can’t go to
told to Lana without Claire present (Grace’s Lauren was also mentioned in that same conversation
(Grace and Lauren from Damage Control) as were Jordan and Emma from Falling Hard)). Just for
show supercorp First problem consists of a sequence of scenes that seemed forced and weirdly out
of character – not that the action itself was just how everything was being presented as if the
characters needed to go from here to there so . Just show up book club I watched as the
percentages increased as the book got closer and closer to 100% and continued reading what I
didn’t particularly want to read right then and there though knew there were those who would
feeling vaguely cheated for reasons then finally action moved to a few tiny moments out of the
bedroom before concluding. Just for show las vegas Funny thing to have a problem of course but
meh was something I personally had a problem with since I wanted to spend more time with the two
in the real part of their relationship, Just for showxpress driver And it’s not as if she’ll enjoy all
those fake kisses and loving looks, Just for Show kindle paperwhite Right? A lesbian romance
where role-playing has never been so irresistible: EPub Just for shower What more is there to say?
Always a good story always good characters and always a great read. Just show up book Am I
biased? I don't think so! I always tend to like Jae's writing. Just for showztoystore She is easy to
read and allows you to connect with her characters, Historical Fiction Just for shower The story
is an old one that you've probably seen on the big screen: Kindle just showing battery symbol But
what makes this one better then the rest is that there is a lot of chemistry between the two leads and
it is really well written. Just for showxpress update Honestly it is a great read and I don't think
you will be disappointed: Just for showxpress 512 Enjoy!*ARC provided by publisher via Ylva
Publishing* 311 5 StarsI rarely am able to finish a full length novel in one day: Just show up book
This is not an unusual plot line - one person (usually wealthy) pays someone to pretend or actually be
their girlfriend/fiancé/wife: Just for showmance 2023 I was surprised when I read that Jae was
writing such a common plot. This just in book Psychologist Claire hires an actress Lana to pose as
her fiancée because she is trying to get her book on how to have a successful relationship published.
Just show up book club The problem her longtime girlfriend dumps her at their engagement party,
Just for show las vegas She fears no one would be interested in a book by someone who didn’t
have a successful relationship themselves: EPub Just for showdown I also got so bored of the
storyline where the ice queen always needs to be rich: Just for showmance 2023 and falls in love
with her opposite who’s always suffering: This just in book There was a good twist where you get
to see some characters popping in from her previous books that was my fav part of the story, Word
for just for show If there were two of me one would listen to this Breaking Character The Brutal
Truth Turbulence and Perfect Rhythm over and over again. Just for Show epub file And every time
I listen to it I pick up something new, Cal ripken book just show up 2020 Review: I listened to this
the first time a year ago and was craving an Angela Dawe (narrator) fix so decided to revisit it:
Show pictures of cook book of just add magic I'm so glad I did! Though this trope has been done
quite a bit Jae does a better job with it than most. Just for Show ebooks free The characters are
well fleshed out and engaging and in spite of being polar opposites they have off the charts
chemistry: EPub Just for shower Interestingly I liked it even more the second time around!
Perhaps that's because I've listened to so many audiobooks now that I appreciate when something is
especially well done, EBook Just for showtime The story is thoroughly enjoyable and Angela's
talent brings it to the next level: Doing something just for show Her Lana voice was so delicious I
could listen to it on a loop, Just for showzone When she performs it's like watching a movie in your
head: Just for showmance book Jae is a great storyteller and if you read her books you'll find little
gifts in many of them, Just for Show ebook3000 She often includes main characters from previous
novels as secondary characters in others. EBook Just for showcase I'd have to put this in the top
five of Jae's releases and that's saying a lot because she's got a terrific body of work. Just for
showxpress download If you haven't experienced this on audiobook do yourself a favor and get on
that: This just in book The combination of writer and narrator make this one a must-own: Just for
showzen 311 This is another fantastic book by Jae a heart warming romance about a fake



relationship between psychologist Claire Renshaw and barista/actress Lana Henderson: PDF Just
for showcase Renshaw is a successful couples therapist with a mild obsessive compulsive disorder
and a big reputation at stake when her fiancée calls the engagement off: Just for showxpress 512
As an expert in relationships a career changing book deal might fall through if her publisher realises
that she's been dumped, Just for show meaning Hiring an actress to play the role of her fiancée
seems to be the perfect solution at least in theory. Word for just for show But when Lana appears
in Claire's life with her untidiness her diet full of carbs and tendency to put her foot in her mouth
Claire starts second guessing her decision, Just for showzonegg 'Just for show' is one of the best (if
not the best) I've read so far. Historical Fiction Just for showbox As usual Jae likes to deviate
from the common stereotypes portraying Lana as a plus size woman proud to show her curves and
happy to enjoy food, Word for just for show Jae tackles issues such as anxiety and OCD with tact
and the rest with a healthy dose of humour. Just for Show kindle app She exploits the absurd fake
relationship situation with great skill: Just for Show ebookee Was this some kind of joke? Then the
humor of the situation overcame her: Just for showzen “Shouldn’t you at least buy me dinner
first?”The dialogues are witty the chemistry is off the charts and the secondary characters are spot
on, Just for show las vegas Jae is a master of the 'show not tell' in lesfic (no wonder she's authored
a non-fiction book on the issue) the pace is perfect and the growing chemistry is believable, Just for
showzone io As a bonus readers can catch up with the lives of Jill and Crash from 'Just physical' and
Lelah and Hope from 'Heart trouble' who make their appearance as secondary characters: Just for
Show kindle direct This book is in my list of recommended books of the
month:https://lezreviewbooks: Doing something just for show ARC provided by the publisher in
exchange for an honest review, Just for show meaning This was my kind of book! That darn fake
relationship storyline just gets me every time: Just for show las vegas I think I’m such a sucker for
this premise because the author has to really work at the romance. Just for show las vegas These
are not insta love stories often the characters are opposites or even dislike each other, Just for
showxpress Authors have to build the chemistry and sexual tension up slowly to make it believable
and that is exactly what Jae did here. Just for show entertainment Anyone who is not living under
a rock and reads lesfic knows Jae is one of the top author talents out there. Just for show
supercorp She did not disappoint with this book and I easily recommend it to romance fans: Just
for showz I believe this is a book that should just be picked up and enjoyed: Just for showmars
There were a few points in this book that I kind of sat back and said “that part was really well
written”, Just for showzone Of course I think Jae always writes well but this book stood out to me
at times. Just for showxpress tutorial The warmth in parts the realism… this book is not perfect
but it made me feel at times that Jae was actually improving her craft, Just for showzone io She’s
at the point in her career she doesn’t need to but I think this book was better written than some of
her past few offerings, Just for showzonegg The sexual tension the chemistry I absolutely believed
all of it: Just for showz There is some angst in this book but it is not forced it felt organic to the
story, This just in book There is even an ex in this book but shocker… she is not a crazy ex, Doing
something just for show It was actually a realistic ex storyline which is so rare in lesfic! As others
have mentioned there are a few cameos from characters from other books: Just for showxpress
512 The secondary characters that showed up the most were Jill and Crash: Just for showzen I was
really happy about that as I love the book Just Physical and actually think Jill may be one of my
favorites of all of Jae’s characters: Just for showz There also was a new character she was a sister
of one of the mains and her job was a stand-up comedian, This just in book I actually wonder if Jae
might try a book with her next. Just for showxpress download I liked her character and you don’t
see many romances with comedians, Kindle fire just shows fire logo If you are like me and enjoy
the fake relationship storyline absolutely get this book: Just for showzen If you are a fan of Jae’s or
just a romance fan get this book. Just for showzone mlb It was a joy to read such a good book and
I can’t wait to see what Jae writes next, Just for shoes What does she do? She writes a damn good
book that's what she does. Just for Show kindle paperwhite Every single time I am just floored by
the work she puts out: Cal ripken book just show up she has a thriving career her book is



complete she is next in line to take over the counseling practice that she works in and she has a
gorgeous and sucessful fiancé: This just in book Well that is until Abby her soon to be wife tells her
its just not working anymore. Just for Show epub.pub So what would this relationship guru who
needs to have her book published ASAP do? Well hire a Hollywood actress to fill in of course, Word
for just for show Of course during that time she has been recovering from a near-fatal car accident
that has left her with mental and physical scars: Just for showxpress chauvet Lana takes a chance
on Claire's proposal because how the hell else is she going to pay these ridiculous medical bills that
just keep coming. Just for show inc You have seen films with Hollywood A-listers and romance
books galore that have had this same idea of a relationship for hire, Just for showzone io What is
so great about this book is that the main characters are dynamic and adorable: Just for show
meaning Its a fun read and I adored my time with it! You can always count on Jae to give a quality
book, Word for just for show It ticks some boxes that are usually fun to read: ice queen fake
romance setup opposites attract slow burn: Word for just for show And thankfully it's absent of the
late break up trope and instalove: Just for show tawna fenske I particularly preferred Lana's
character especially because she was straight forward and I liked seeing Lana and Claire share their
thoughts and feelings, Historical Fiction Just for show me Strangely enough that's not something
we often see in our romance books: Just for showmars There were several cute moments in the
story and I kept reading and wanted to find out how it would all get resolved: Doing something
just for show Lana at least is a counter having imperfections and a little weight on her. Just for
showzone mlb I wouldn't call this a perfect book but the read is a pleasant and solid romance. Just
show up book club For me Jae's last batch of books have a paint by numbers feel: Show pictures
of cook book of just add magic This one though had just enough falling outside the lines to make
it worthwhile. Cal ripken book just show up Jae has definitely hit the nail on the proverbial head
with this novel, Just for showzone Lana on the other hand had me wrapped around her finger as
soon as she was introduced, Just show up book club Full of great dialogue some very sweet
moments and loads of sexual tension this is a great novel to read for those hopeless romantics
among us!Overall 45* rating: Just show up book And as luck would time it I’d just finished a
different story right before I noticed. Just for show meaning Course I was unnecessarily teasing
myself since that ‘something’ was walk to a train station and commute so my departure from the
book was brief, Just for Show kindle Both of whom are allowed their own point of views to be seen:
Just for showxpress chauvet Oh and when I say I liked both main characters I mean separately as
their own people and together, Just for show meaning Though the two first meet under odd
circumstances – at an audition, Just for show meaning It wasn’t a film audition though but an
audition to be Claire’s fake fiancée: Just for showxpress chauvet But then I’m off chronologically
as the reader already knows why Claire might need a fake fiancée, Show me kindle free books
Strangely enough despite going out of their way (agent and Claire) to find a fake girlfriend for Claire
they came up with someone completely different than her norm: EPub Just for showdown Bah I
keep getting distracted with scenes from the book flashing in my brain messing up my ability to
write. Show pictures of cook book of just add magic I move to how I almost started this little
write up – the game of connecting the dots, Just show up book club But let’s see if I can do that
without just bluntly stating book titles. Just show up book I’ve mentioned the main characters very
briefly (read learn for yourself they good people) so something about the side characters now as
noted in that mini-paragraph above: Just for showxpress 512 The previously encountered via other
stories side characters are almost entirely meet through Lana Henderson’s side of things: Just for
showmars Interesting thinking to myself there’s one character on Lana’s side not previously meet;
and one character one Clarie’s side previously meet. Doing something just for show And then
there are all those previously meet characters – not previously meet in this book but in previously
works, Just for Show kindle Lana learned about the audition through her friend Jill who in turn
was informed of it by I think her friend Mercedes Soto, Historical Fiction Just for shower Jill and
her girlfriend Crash pop up several times in the book. Just for show ruckus When some pictures
are needed to be taken Lana turns to her friend Michele to take them being as she’s a professional



photographer: Just for showmance And Lana both eats at another friend’s family restaurant then
later in a different meal eats with that friend Laleh and her girlfriend Hope, Just for Show
epublishing I might be forgetting someone but I think I got every character who has previously
appeared at least those meet through Lana: Just for showxpress 512 On Claire’s side of things
several side characters also wander throughout the book, PDF Just for show That would include
that literary agent already mentioned (Mercedes Soto) both of Claire’s parents are meet several
times as is her sister Stephanie, Just for showzone And the various people from Claire’s work like
Renata and Vanessa. Just for showxpress download Oh and that character previously meet?
Barely in the book is mentioned and is meet – the radio psychologist Dr. Just for Show ebookers
Though as far as I could tell there is no previous connection between Claire and Christine. Just for
showztoystore Well I just spent way too much time playing connect the books, Doing something
just for show Long and short – loved the scenery images characters and story I encountered in this
book. This just in book I had two specific problems with the book but I worked past them, Word
for just for show Less vague for those who have read the book – it’s the scene that involves Claire
and Lana going to the top of the hotel to drink – which weirdly seemed forced. Just for
showztoystore The second problem I had involved how the book ended in longish sex, Just for
show song (crap people are talking loudly around me and it’s bloody impossible to write a
review)Rating: 4. Just for show ruckus 89February 6 2018 311

Jae is the author of twenty three award winning romances between women. Just for show las
vegas She lives in the sunniest city of Germany near the French and Swiss borders, Just for show
las vegas She used to work as a psychologist but gave up her day job in 2013 to become a full time
writer and a part time editor. Just for show entertainment As far as she’s concerned it’s the best
job in the world. Show pictures of cook book of just add magic When she’s not writing she is an
avid reader of sapphic books indulges her ice cream and office supply addictions and watches way
too many crime shows. It’s only for a few months anyway. Just for ShowIt's Jae. Someone needing a
partner urgently and advertises for one. I did this one. Jae is so readable it was a breeze. A very
enjoyable breeze at that. Not to worry It’s Jae. Highly recommend this book. I didn’t connect with
the characters that’s for starters. 311 5+ starsUpdated comments after fourth listen. *sigh* I love it
more every time I experience it. Truly. It's perfect. Swooooon. You can't wait for them to get
together. Regardless I ate this up with a spoon. And it's not just the one character that appeals.
Dawe brings the whole thing to life. Such was the case here. Dr.“I want you to be my girlfriend.” For
a moment all Lana could do was stare at her. A pleasure to read.Overall a very entertaining well
written heart warming romance. Highly recommended. 5 stars.wordpress.com/.See all my reviews at
www.lezreviewbooks.wordpress.com 311 4.5 Stars. I’m going to skip a summary in this review. I
don’t want to ruin anything or be too spoilerish. I do want to mention a few things though. The
actual romance storyline I really enjoyed. It built at such a lovely pace.An ARC was given to me by
YLVA for a honest review. 311 Jae she does it every time. I loved her newest novel Just for Show.
Loved loved loved it. A classic romance that does everything perfectly! Dr. Claire Renshaw has her
life perfectly mapped out. Life according to Claire is going splendidly. I love you but I'm not in love
with you anymore. Inset mega-sized dagger right into Claire's ego. Lana Henderson is a starving
artist. She has had a well-paying acting gig in two years.The premise of this story is not new. Not
new but so very good. Not to mention the chemistry between them is sizzling hot. Every. single.



time. 311 I enjoyed this more than Jae's other books of late.3. But then needed to sleep. As
previously noted though hard to stop reading. Since the book opens with the real one taking off. Or
more accurately connecting books to this one. Through side characters. And ex-girlfriend Abby.
Christine Graham from Midnight Couch who interviews Claire. Pfft. How to word it hmms. . they did.
Wow this is vague. The writing bug bit her at the age of eleven..


